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ABSTRACT Blockchain- and smart-contract technology enhance the effectiveness and automation of
business processes. The rising interest in the development of decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO)
shows that blockchain technology has the potential to reform business and society. A DAO is an organization
wherein business rules are encoded in smart-contract programs that are executed when specified rules are
met. The contractual- and business semantics are sine qua non for drafting a legally-binding smart contract in
DAO collaborations. Several smart-contract languages (SCLs) exist, such as SPESC, or Symboleo to specify
a legally-binding contract. However, their primary focus is on designing and developing smart contracts with
the cooperation of IT- and non-IT users. Therefore, this paper fills a gap in the state of the art by specifying a
smart-legal-contract markup language (SLCML) for legal- and business constructs to draft a legally-binding
DAO. To achieve the paper objective, we first present a formal SCL ontology to describe the legal- and
business semantics of a DAO. Secondly, we translate the SCL ontology into SLCML, for which we present
the XML schema definition. We demonstrate and evaluate our SLCML language through the specification
of a real life-inspired Sale-of-Goods contract. Finally, the SLCML use-case code is translated into Solidity
to demonstrate its feasibility for blockchain platform implementations.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, smart contract, decentralized autonomous organization, ontology, smart
contract language, business process, B2B.

I. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain technologies have spawned new business oper-
ations and management models since the former overcome
information sharing and resource integration in traditional
business management [1]. The latter have relied on a central-
izationmodel with hierarchical structures, consequently lack-
ing transparency in inter-organizational processes and trust
among participants. Decentralization is an alternative way
of conducting business where transactions are distributed
and duplicate copies of each transaction are shared with the
participants [2]. Blockchain technologies shift the notion of
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transferring decision-making power and -functions from a
single authority to operational units at multiple levels within
an organization. Blockchain is a peer-to-peer digital- and
distributed ledger where records of business operations are
stored in an encrypted manner. Each duplicate record is dis-
tributed to every participant’s ledger and thus, no trust among
the participants is required in a business transaction. Besides,
blockchain removes centralized institutions to validate trans-
actions that are managed by a peer-to-peer network [3]. The
recent development of blockchain technology empowers and
transforms business activities due to the decentralization and
disintermediation of power structures. Thus, the immutable
traceability of blockchain technology establishes trust among
the collaboration participants and reduces cost and time
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in business transactions by eliminating the need for
intermediaries [4].

Information exchange is critical in collaboration between
multiple organizations. For example, in a supply chain and
X-road [5], numerous collaborative parties are committed
from production to delivery, and the integration of processes
of each involved party requires widespread information inter-
change [6]. The lack of consistent information exchange
poses a collaboration challenge for inter-organizational busi-
ness processes [7]. Blockchain technology controls the exe-
cution of inter-organizational business processes through
smart contracts and enables decentralized autonomous orga-
nizations (DAO) [8]. A DAO is an organization, or corpora-
tion whose business activities are automated as per agreeing
to rules and principles that are specified in programming
code [9]. The recent DAOs (such as The DAO) are con-
trolled by the software community, seeking to re-implement
traditional decision-making rules through blockchain tech-
nology [9]. TheDAOs‘ regulations and transactions are stored
on a blockchain, which increases the transparency among
stakeholders while the execution of the said DAOs‘ rules is
controlled by programming code.

A smart contract is a digital agreement in which the partici-
pant’s rights and obligations are specified in a program-code,
including the agreeing rules within which participants carry
out these rights and obligations [10]. The concept of a smart
contract is first time introduced in seminal work [11] by Nick
Szabo in 1997. According to Szabo, ‘‘smart contracts can
facilitate all steps of contracting processes‘‘. Thus, the search,
negotiation, performance, adjudication, commitment could
be represented in smart contracts. Still, the Szabo vision has
surged in the last few years due to the increased availability of
IoT devices and the latest evolution of blockchain technology,
rendering smart contracts a viable business concept [12].
Blockchain provides an encrypted ledger for smart contracts
that are essential for the integrity- and security assurance of
smart-contract executions. Ethereum blockchain1 invented an
ethereum virtual machine (EVM) to execute Turing-complete
scripts and run decentralized applications. The first imple-
mentation of the DAO crowdfunding project, so-called ‘‘The
DAO,’’ was developed on April 30, 2016, on the Ethereum
blockchain to provide business solutions [13]. The idea of
implementing ‘‘The DAO’’ was to provide a novel busi-
ness model where the investor, or shareholder can run both
commercial and non-profit enterprises without having a tra-
ditional management structure. In the starting phase of its out-
set, The DAO obtained the notice from media on growing the
correspondent of 168million dollars from various investors to
establish the world’s largest crowdfunding project. This DAO
was maliciously misused by an attacker who stole 50 million
dollars due to a flaw in the written DAO smart-contract code.
The other core obstacle in the evolution of The DAO is the
appropriate legal foundation. Consequently, the concept of

1https://ethereum.org/en/

The DAO failed due to the application of traditional contract
law.

In our work, we consider DAOs to be virtual enterprises
(VE), where each enterprise is a collaborating part of a
network with peers and is governed by smart contracts that
limit the behaviour of each enterprise [14]. Each enterprise is
an autonomous, decentralized, and self-organizing network
that enables a faster and more cost-effective response to
market changes. Enterprises, in the context of DAOs, are
peers, or agents that perform the specific functions required in
the collaboration lifecycle. Humans and software agents can
work together via DAOs, or virtual enterprises [15]. DAOs
use peer-to-peer (P2P) computing without any clouds/servers
in a loosely coupled collaboration lifecycle in which software
agents participate in smart contracting- setup [16], enact-
ment [17], potential rollbacks, and, finally, orderly termina-
tion. This lifecycle facilitates the selection of DAO-provided
and used services, smart-contract negotiations and behaviour
monitoring during enactment with the possibility of breach
management [18]. Participants, or parties involved in organi-
zational collaborations are known as human actors who are
assigned different roles based on the tasks (functions) they
perform in a collaboration [19]. Furthermore, smart objects
such as belief-desire-intention (BDI) agents can be combined
with smart contracts to collaborate as self-aware DAOs [20].

We discover that several workarounds, for example,
SPECS [21], Symboleo [22], SmaCoNat [23], have been pub-
lished in the scientific literature to develop legally-binding
SCLs. The existing research is limited to specify smart legal
contracts only for simple business contracts. However, they
are not feasible to formulate complex collaborative business
contracts (such asDAOs) in a legally-relevant way. Therefore,
this paper fills the gap by answering the research question,
i.e., how to develop a formal-specification language for the
purpose of legally-binding DAO collaboration. The contribu-
tions of the paper are first the development of a SCL ontol-
ogy2 that comprises concepts and properties for the design
of legally relevant DAO collaboration. Secondly, we trans-
late the SCL ontology into the smart legal contract markup
language (SLCML) for whichwe give the schema definition.3

SLCML allows to define the configuration of a smart contract
(instead of its development) for DAOcollaboration. To reduce
the complexity of the main research question and establish a
separation of concerns, we deduce the following sub-research
questions. What is the formal semantics to define the legal
aspects for a business process? What is the machine-readable
language conversion based on the ontology? What is the
feasibility-evaluation approach of the language for a use
case?

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II dis-
cusses the automobile running case for this paper in which
we show the conflict of rights and obligations among the
collaborating parties. Further, we explain the preliminaries,

2shorturl.at/gxFKT
3shorturl.at/uBHR6
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which prepares the reader to comprehend the subsequent
sections. In Section III, we represent the formally-verified
common SCL ontology with the objective of specifying each
type of legally binding collaborative business smart contracts.
We present the syntax and structure of SLCML in Section IV
describing the translation of contractual concepts and proper-
ties of the SCL ontology into the SLCML schema. Section V
defines the feasibility evaluation of SLCML and then show
the examples of the SLCML, accompanied by a discussion
of proof-of-construction applications. Section VI discuss the
solidity code translation from SLCML code. Section VII
discuss the related work and finally, Section VIII concludes
the paper and discuss the future work.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND PRELIMINARIES
We present the running case from the automobile industry
for legally binding smart-contract elaboration. We assume
that a CarMan produces cars and outsource a significant
portion of the supply chain to partnering counterparties that
behave as service providers, i.e., sellers. Thus, we present the
running case in Section II-A and discuss a conflict scenario of
rights and obligations among the collaborating parties. Next,
the related background literature is described in Section II-B
that prepares the reader for subsequent sections.

A. RUNNING CASE
Blockchain can be applied in the automotive industry, such as
electric vehicle charging stations [24], toll systems [25], etc.
The significant use-case of blockchain is tracking and moni-
toring the vehicle parts in the automotive supply-chain [26].
The P2P DAO-collaboration model is shown in Figure 1,
where a service consumer’s in-house process is a so-called
business network model (BNM) [27]. A BNM embodies
orchestration that is significant to a business setting and
comprises legally binding template contracts, which include
service types with clearly defined roles. The setup phase
of the DAO-collaboration lifecycle includes BNM selec-
tion, populate-module, and negotiate-module for setting up
smart-contracting preliminaries [16]. BNM selection is an
ecosystem for developing service types that can be used in
tandem with BNM in a collaborative platform that includes
business processes as a service (BPaaS-HUB) [28] in sub-
sets of the internal in-house process [29]. A BPaaS-HUB
provides a rapid exploration of business partners for match-
ing services that focuses on finding collaboration parties,
determining their identity and learning about their offerings
and reputation. Our previously developed eSourcing Markup
Language (eSML) [30] serves as the basis for specifying
BNM-specifications.

The populate-module affirms the contained service offers
against the BNM’s service types as it emerges from the
breeding ecosystem. A proto-contract emerges at the end
of the populate-phase in the DAO-setup lifecycle [16], for
the DAO-participants to begin negotiations. All DAO par-
ticipants collect a smart-contract replica and can vote on
one of three options. DAO participants reach an agreement

and create the smart contract for subsequent roll out and
enactment; a counter offer from only one DAO-participant
causes a business-semantic reversal to the creation of the
negotiate-module; and finally, a disagreement from only one
DAO-participant results in an absolute termination not only
of the contract negotiation but also of the DAO setup. The
negotiation of service type, service offer, and service role is
divided into two stages, which are depicted in [16]. Phase 1
entails the extraction of proto-contracts, while Phase 2 is used
for the consensual establishment of smart contracts. Accord-
ing to [31], agent-based negotiation is rapidly progressing and
enables semi- to fully automated negotiation.

The populate-module matches the implanted service offers
against the BNM’s service types that emerge from the breed-
ing ecosystem. A proto-contract emerges at the end of the
populate-phase in the DAO setup lifecycle [16], indicating to
the DAO-participants to begin negotiations. All DAO partic-
ipants are assigned a smart-contract replica and can vote on
one of three options. DAO participants reach an agreement
and create the smart contract for subsequent roll out and
enactment; a counter offer from only one DAO-participant
causes a business-semantic reversal to the creation of the
negotiate-module; and finally, a disagreement from only one
DAO-participant results in an absolute termination not only
of the contract negotiation but also of the DAO setup. The
negotiation of service types, -offers, and -roles is divided
into two stages, which are depicted in [16]. Phase 1 entails
the extraction of proto-contracts, while Phase 2 is used for
the consensual establishment of smart contracts. According
to [31], agent-based negotiation is rapidly progressing and
enables semi- to fully automated negotiation.

Service offers are matched with service types from
the BNM on the external layer of Figure 1. The dashed
monitorability- and conjoinment arcs [33] show how the
proposed conceptual business processes are connected to the
external layers, and these can be realised from a technical
point of view with the lightning network [34]. The decentral-
ized lightning network is suitable for micro-payments, allow-
ing instant, high volume transactions without delegating cus-
tody of funds to a third party. In Figure 1, the SupTr, SupST,
Shipping are the service providers, i.e., DAO-participants
where SupTr produces the tires, SupST makes the steering
wheels, and Ship is a shipper that delivers the assembled
cars, while the CarMan is a service consumer who assembles
the shipped car parts to manufacture a car. The collaboration
among these entities creates a DAO for manufacturing and
exporting cars. A CarMan organizes an internal business
process according to various perspectives such as process-
control, information-exchange, workforce management, allo-
cation of means of production, and so on. There is reason
to acquire services from service providers that are manifold,
e.g., the CarMan cannot manufacture the tires with a similar
quality, or at a low price per piece, or the production capacity
is not sufficient, or required special know-how is lacking,
and so on. The very top and bottom of Figure 1 depict
the legacy-technology layers where the processes from the
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FIGURE 1. DAO-collaborative automotive supply-chain [32].

conceptual layers of the service providers are mapped into
smart-contract blockchain systems on the respective internal
legacy-technology layer. The tech space of each layer is
heterogeneous, although our focus is on the internal legacy
layer with the blockchain systems. Thus, on the collaborating
parties’ respective internal legacy-technology layers, diverse
smart-contract blockchain solutions may be used such as
Ethereum, Cardano, EOS, Tezos, etc.

We focus only on market exchanges that flow among
the entities. CarMan publishes the demand through smart
contracts on a blockchain to purchase car parts specifying
several criteria such as delivery dates, price, etc. Service
providers are notified of CarMan’s demand through public
blockchain platforms and submit bids, including the state of
the car parts. To maintain the confidentiality of bid price and
personal data to service providers, a smart contract contains
the rules that cannot be altered and opened before the dead-
line [35]. Furthermore, bids submitted by participants in a
public blockchain can be encrypted before being submitted.
The key to decrypt the bid is held by a software agent that
receives bids. The CarMan chooses then suppliers either man-
ually, or automatically if their specified requirements are met,
as details of the collaboration are stored on blockchains. The
clauses related to the automotive collaboration are specified
in the respective legacy-technology layers to trigger specific
events. For example, if the SupTr cannot deliver the car tires
to CarMan at a defined time, the SupTr is charged a penalty
by smart contracts prior to delivery. In a conventional supply
chain, collaborating entities often have less, or no oversight of

which entities are accountable for bottlenecks. This oversight
is achieved through smart contracts and blockchain technol-
ogy, where collaborative parties can monitor and track the
status of products and transactions. Still, we raise legal- and
business challenges that may arise due to the immature SCLs
and blockchain technology. For instance, a smart contract
releases the funds (ether, bitcoin, etc.) automatically after
delivering the car tires to the CarMan and the delivered prod-
uct does not match the specified requirements of CarMan.
The car tires are damaged prior to delivery, and in such a case,
CarMan claims compensation, or exchanges the product. The
obligation must be imposed to fulfill that compensation on
the SupTr. Another case assumes the SupSt sells the steering
wheels to CarMan and due to the Shipper’s conflict, the prod-
uct is not delivered within the deadline set by CarMan.

Traditionally, these types of issues can be resolved through
the use of a letter of credit in international trade, in which
the buyer receives a guarantee that the price of the cargo
is not paid unless the seller demonstrates that he fulfills
the obligations assigned to him under their underlying sale
contract. Furthermore, the seller receives his money, and the
bank receives a commission for acting as an intermediary in
this transaction [36]. Still, this payment method faces numer-
ous challenges for being a slow and outdated paper-based
mechanism that requires both parties to exchange and verify
official- and legal documents. Furthermore, this payment
method relies solely on the documents to initiate payment,
rather than the underlying condition of the goods [37]. The
need for ‘physical documentation exchanges,’ along with the
transfer bill of lading and separate correspondence between
many different parties, is what renders paper-based letters of
credit time-consuming. These can be changed by implement-
ing blockchain, which reduces the time required for credit
transactions by allowing an electronic transfer of bills of
lading and other requested documents and connecting all par-
ties in a single- and private network, allowing for immediate
updates, and eliminating the long lead time for back-and-forth
communication among the various parties in letter-of-credit
transactions. Still, the properties of contractual semantics in
existing smart-contract languages do not exist to draft the
blockchain-enabled letter of credit.

B. PRELIMINARIES
In the previous section, we discuss the challenges in writ-
ing collaborative smart contracts for the supply chain where
parties’ rights and obligations must be specified. To formal-
ize the contractual- and business-collaboration concepts and
properties, an ontology is a suitable means to conceptualize
the knowledge of a particular domain [38], and is used to
overcome the conceptual inconsistencies in the blockchain
domain [39]. The ontology is a composition of triple sen-
tences, and the latter incorporates purpose, relationship, and
object, which allows the practitioner to understand the rela-
tionship of concepts in a particular domain. Humans with
informatics skills and machines can understand the expressed
domain knowledge and information in an ontology. Both can
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interact with the ontology by explicitly defining the type of
concepts, or constraints of its use. We employ the Protégé
tool [40] for developing the SCL ontology, which is an
open-source ontology editor and comprises a VOWL [41]
graphical interface to visualize the relationship among con-
cepts. For checking the inconsistencies of ontologies and
identifying the subsumption relationships between classes,
the HermiT-tool reasoner is employed [42]. Next, we use
the Liquid studio tool for mapping the ontological concepts
and properties into XML schema. Liquid Studio4 includes a
comprehensive set of tools for XML and JSON implementa-
tions, as well as data mapping and transformation tools (such
as XSLT-, XQuery editor, and so on), and a graphical XML
schema editor for visualizing, authoring, and navigating com-
plex XML schema. The former offers an effective logical
view of the XML schema, allowing for intuitive editing while
still allowing you to use all aspects of the W3C XML schema
standard.

Next, we discuss the required set of concepts and prop-
erties for specifying a legally-relevant and contractual-based
collaboration specification language.

III. ONTOLOGICAL CONCEPTS AND PROPERTIES
We develop the SCL ontology comprising the concepts
and properties that allow the formulation of smart con-
tracting DAO collaboration in a legally-relevant perspec-
tive. We expand the set of concepts and properties for
the SCL ontology, considering our prior work about
the collaboration-model in [30]. In our previous work,
the eSourcing framework is defined to specify and verify har-
monized B2B process collaborations [43]. Based on the con-
cept of eSourcing, the eSourcing ontology [30] is designed to
configure collaborating parties and their services in a decen-
tralized, contractual collaboration model. Still, the eSourc-
ing ontology lacks legally relevant contractual properties as
proposed by the SCL ontology. A contract in the SCL ontol-
ogy and SLCML includes the legal elements of contractual
collaboration, i.e., the rights, obligations, and performances.
Rights are fundamental normative regulations for what is per-
mitted, or owed to individuals under the legal system, social
convention or ethical theory [44]. Contract obligations are
those duties for which each partner in a contract agreement
is legally liable. Performance of the Contract means that the
parties have fulfilled their respective obligations under the
contract. In this paper, we only discuss the legal aspects of
the SCL ontology and the rest about the collaboration model,
we refer the reader to [30] for further information about the
collaboration model.

Since contracts can be of different types, the realm and
range of each type differ vastly [45]. It is difficult to express
the entire spectrum of contracts in a single ontology because
the latter is far too large and diverse to be useful. To capture
the full range of business-related contracts within a uni-
fied model, a multi-tiered contract ontology that progresses

4Liquid Studio | Home

FIGURE 2. Outline for the upper-level smart-contract ontology.

FIGURE 3. Rights and obligations.

from abstract to specific meta data definitions to stratifi-
cations is proposed. The two layers of the multi-tier SCL
ontology is identified as presented below; other extensions
and layers might be possible. The upper core layer depicts
the broad configuration of smart contracts applicable over
most of the widespread types of contracts. The fundamental
concepts such as rights, obligations, and roles are consid-
ered building blocks for defining all types of business con-
tracts, as presented in Figures 2 and 3. The specific domain
layer is a collection of various contract-type ontologies such
as employment contracts, sale of goods, etc. As shown in
Figure 4, every contract-type retains every underlying char-
acteristic of the upper-layer and then excels in the particular
information specific to the contract domain.

A. UPPER CORE LAYER OF SMART CONTRACTS
We illustrate the upper core layer of legally-relevant
smart-contract DAOs depicted in Figures 2 and 3 through
the business setting. Assuming a running-case scenario from
Section II-A where SupTr and SupST promise to provide the
tires and steering wheels respectively to CarMan and on the
other hand, the latter promises to return the sum of money.
The promise is a declaration of devotion to perform activities
or set of actions, such as supplying tires and steering wheels.
When the promises are made with legal intent to substantiate
in any judiciary, the former becomes a legal obligation. The
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legal testimonials of the promises (viz. obligations) originate
from the contracting parties (viz. actors) are specified in the
contracts, comprising details of composing the obligations,
admitted limits, and performance measures such as time,
venue, etc. Actors are the offeror, offeree, and mediators
who perform their roles specified in smart contracts. In our
running example, CarMan is an offeror who has the buyer’s
role, and SupTr, SupST is the offeree who has the service
provider’s role. CarMan creates an offer to buy the tires and
steering wheels to SupTr and SupSt, respectively. A smart
contract is legally binding if the contracting parties have
the necessary capacity, or competence to enter into the con-
tract [46]. If a party is unable to understand the contract,
or is presumed to be unable to do so, the party lacks the
competence, or capacity to enter into a contract. A person
lacks legal capacity who is insane, or under a certain age,
for example, may be considered incompetent to enter into a
contract. Several collaborating DAOs, such as SupTr, SupSt,
and CarMan, must have legal capacity. A DAOs’ legal status
was recently established in Wyoming.5

A consideration is a benefit that must be negotiated
between the parties and is the principal cause for a party to
enter into a contract. Considerations can also be as simple
as pledging to repair a leaking roof or committing not to
do something. Tires and steering wheels, for example, are
contract considerations for which CarMan, SupTr, and SupSt
have entered into a contract. The delivery of tires and steering
wheels, as well as transfer of ownership, constitute a perfor-
mance of the sales contract. Considerations are also just a
commitment to fix a leaky roof, or a pledge not to do some-
thing.6 A consideration equally occurs if CarMan signs a con-
tract with SupTr under which CarMan does not order other
brands of tires except Goodyear, and SupTr pays CarMan
$500 per year for adhering to this agreement. The promise of
the sellers, i.e., the sale of the tires and steering wheels, is an
obligation that is fulfilled when the real business activities
of supplying the tires and steering wheels are carried out in
return for money. CarMan is a beneficiary, or claimant who
receives the consideration, or is the individual to whom the
business operations are performed. Finally, smart contracts
specify the terms and conditions under which the agreed per-
formances are carried out. Typically, contractual performance
takes place as stipulated and agreed in the contracts. If the
performance is not enforced within the expected timeframe,
or executed inadequately, the obligation state becomes unful-
filled. On behalf of the promised party, the occurrence of the
non-performance event stimulates certain pre-agreed rights.
Assume that the SupTr does not deliver the tires to CarMan
under the terms and conditions agreed upon. CarMan seeks a
remedy for a penalty, or interest; or may prefer to terminate
as per the contract. Alternatively, CarMan may refrain from
any punishing actions and resolve the conflict in a calming
manner with mutual consensus on how to proceed. The ser-

5DAO | Legal status
6Consideration | Legal Definition

vice provider is obligated to fulfill any type of remedy (i.e.,
reconciliatory promise) as requested by the CarMan. The
reconciliatory promise is considered to complete the initial
commitment.

We present a simple case study above, where we observe
that obligations may trigger further obligations and rights.
In the same way, rights may activate new obligations, etc.
In the next section, we will discuss the obligation types that
are extracted from the upper-layer ontology.

B. SPECIFIC DOMAIN LAYER
The contract statements are informative, declarative, or per-
formative, as discussed in [47], [48]. Informative statements
recognise several details, such as the identity of the parties,
which law can be enforced, the subject matter of the con-
tract, and so on. Declarative statements express the intention,
or condition that changes the state through the performance
of the specified conditions. The former are usually of several
kinds, such as rights, obligations and prohibitions. Obliga-
tions are mandatory statements in contracts that include the
obligation owner who is the recipient of the obligation and the
obligor, or debtor who performs the obligation. The obligor,
or debtor is obliged to execute the obligation condition once
and only once in each execution of the contract. Similar to the
obligations, rights have right holders and beneficiaries, while
the rights are performed by the rights holders. The execution
of right is optional and may be performed under specific
circumstances depending on the performance of obligations.
Prohibitions are statements describing which action should
not be taken, or which actions are unacceptable to either party,
or both parties.

The obligations are bound to their performative and
non-performative events in order to fulfill the former. Based
on the nature of the obligations’ fulfillment execution, the lat-
ter is categorized as primary, reciprocal, conditional, and
secondary, as shown in Figure 4. Primary obligations are
fulfilled if the primary objectives of the contract are met.
For example, the primary obligation of SupTr and CarMan is
fulfilled when SupTr delivers the tires in accordance with the
contract, or CarMan accepts and pays for tires as ordered. The
reciprocal obligation may in itself be the primary obligation,
but the former is also the obligation that the counterparty is
required to perform in response to the execution of the latter.
TheCarMan obligation to pay, for example, is relational to the
SupTr obligation to deliver, and vice versa. The responsibility
to pay for CarMan is also a primary obligation of the former.
A conditional obligation does not have to bemet in the normal
course of events. Most of the remedial rights and obligations
fall into this category. For example, if CarMan does not
receive the tires and steering wheels within a specified time
frame, CarMan may seek compensation for failed delivery.
Correspondingly, the service provider is obligated to deliver
the good in addition to an extra penalty fee. Finally, a sec-
ondary obligation is a sub-part of a primary obligation and
may be activated for additional commitment. For example,
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FIGURE 4. Specific domain layer.

SupSt and SupTr are also committed to packaging services
that are not legally bound to provide such services.

We also categorize obligations into legal-, business-, and
ethical obligations based on the contextual nature of the obli-
gation that requires a particular type of performance. Every
declaration in the business contract is legally enforceable and
also has legal consequences. Nevertheless, the category of
legal obligation is proposed in order to differentiate obliga-
tions that require certain specific legal actions to be taken in
order to fulfill the latter. Similarly, business obligations are
legally binding to categorize those obligations that are specif-
ically related to the performance of the business. Business
obligations are classified into monetary and non-monetary
obligations. Monetary obligations, e.g., late-payment charges
are those dealing with economic, or financial consequences.
Furthermore, not all business obligations necessarily have to
be financial commitments. Commitments such as CarMan
sends orders to buy the steering wheels after contracting,
or SupSt is required to arrange for the carrier and notify Car-
Man, etc., require a business execution. Obligations between
CarMan and SupSt, such as tire replacement, logistics carrier
arrangement, etc., have no economic implications and we
consider these types of obligations to be non-monetary obli-
gations. Legal norms often directly refer to moral- and ethical
principles.7 The contracting parties are thus, legally- and
morally obligated to assist their services. For example, ser-
vice providers are legally- and morally obligated to arrange
for the pickup of car components from their premises. Next,
we convert the concepts and properties of the SCL ontology
into a machine-readable language, i.e., SLCML, for which
links are provided in Section I to download the complete
ontology and SLCML schema definition.

IV. SLCML: A CONTRACT SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE
The extended SCL ontology comprises the legal concepts
and properties of contractual business DAO collaboration.
Further, the ontology is verified by the Hermit-reasoner [49],

7International chamber of commerce | Home

and for the proof-of-concept, the former is translated into a
machine-readable language termed SLCML. Our previously
developed eSourcing Markup Language (eSML) is imple-
mented on the basis of eSourcing ontology, inwhich our focus
was incorporating a smart-contract collaboration configura-
tion. The development of the eSourcing ontology and eSML
answers three key contractual questions, i.e., who-, where-,
and what-concepts. Who-concepts identify the contracting
parties and where-concepts distinguish the basic aspects of
the electronic-contract context, and finally what-concepts
define the exchanged values and the related conditions. For
further details, we refer to the reader [30]. Still, the legal
elements of contracts in SCL are critical for forming a
legally binding smart contract. Therefore, we first enhance
eSourcing ontology with a law researcher8 and provide a
mature SCL ontology for the advancement of DAO-based
smart-contract collaboration. The next step is to map the
extended concepts and properties of the SCL ontology into
the eSML language for which we use Liquid Studio Tool9

as an XML schema editor for writing XML documents. The
enlarged version of eSML,we call the SLCML.Next, we only
discuss the extension part of SLCML, which is not part of
the eSML foundation, and provide the link for the reader to
download the complete SLCML schema in Section I.
Next, we present the SLCML schema of the upper-level

smart contract in Section IV-A. The schema for defining
the domain specific contractual properties are presented in
Section IV-B.

A. UPPER-LEVEL SMART-CONTRACT DEFINITION
The code extract in Listing 1 defines the legal elements
described in the upper layer of legally relevant smart-contract
DAOs. The element role in Line 4 defines the role of par-
ties that may be the buyer, the seller, etc., as discussed in
Section III. The contractual considerations, along with the
variable types, are set out in Line 6 of Listing 1. The value of
minOccurs and maxOccurs in Line 6 shows the amount
of consideration required for a legally binding smart con-
tract. In order to specify the terms and conditions in the
smart contract, we define the terms_and_conditions
element in Line 8. The terms and conditions comprise the
rights, obligations, prohibitions, and timeframes for which
the custom-variable terms and conditions-definition type are
defined as shown in Listing 2. Line 8 of the Listing 1 defines
the description of the contracting party, followed by the cus-
tom type company_info which includes the name of the
contracting party, the type of legal organization, the company
contact information, and so on.

The code extract in Listing 2 is part of the terms and
conditions that define the rules and regulations governing
the performance of the parties, as discussed in Section III.
The rights of the elements are defined in Line 3 along

8Alexander Wulf contributed to this paper by supporting the creation of
the smart contract law ontologywith his legal expertise. He did not contribute
towards the written text of the paper.

9Liquid Studio | Home
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LISTING 1. Upper layer of the smart-contract schema.

LISTING 2. Schema definition of terms and conditions.

with the custom type, i.e., the right_type by which the
parties can configure the types of right. The minOccurs
and maxOccurs show that parties must choose at least
one rights. Terms and conditions may be subject to prohi-
bitions and the definition of prohibitions and are described
in Line 4. Line 5 specifies the obligations, along with the
obligation_category, by which the parties may con-
figure several obligations, as shown in Listing 5. Finally,
time_frame is defined in Line 6 that shows the expiry of
the terms and conditions.
variables_def_section is a common variable

attribute that contains properties used for all simple- and com-
plex variables in SLCML and defined in Listing 3. The string
type is needed to define the string data items. For instance,
the role of the contracting party may be defined in string type.
The boolean data type is required to support the definition
of boolean contract data items. For example, the contract
may be legally binding or not, and this is defined by the
boolean data type. The integer datatype stores numerical val-
ues of contract-id and considerations. Special data types such
as money_type and event_type define specific contractual

LISTING 3. Common variable attributes.

activities. For example, the money_type defines the amount
of money from a specific currency, and event_type defines
the event that may occur during the contract.

B. OBLIGATION-TYPE DEFINITION
The obligation_category consists of the
obligation_type, obligation_state, perfor-
mance and non-performance specified in Listing 4.
The element obligation_type along with custom vari-
able obligation_type-_definition is specified in
Line 3 by which several obligations are configured. The
obligation_state is defined in Line 4 to monitor the
contract fulfillment process via which an obligation can
pass through. In the code example of Listing 4 the defi-
nition of obligation_type_definition is omit-
ted. The obligation state depends on the performance and
non-performance conditions defined in Line 5.

Listing 5 is an example of obligation types from which
the parties can configure at least one-, or more obligations.
The legal obligation is defined in Line 3 along with the
string variable type. Business obligations have monetary
and non-monetary implications for which monetary and
non-monetary elements are defined in Lines 4 and 5.
Similarly, Line 6 defines the moral obligation along with the
string type. We follow a similar approach to define the rest of
the obligations, as shown in Listing 5.

V. FEASIBILITY EVALUATION
For our automotive running case, we briefly discuss the
SLCML code examples based on the presented SLCML
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LISTING 4. Schema of obligations category.

LISTING 5. Schema of the type of obligation.

schema in the previous section. Listing 6 shows an example
of defining a legally-binding contract that has a unique ID and
cannot be changed throughout the contract enforcement. Line
2 defines the public key of the CarMan wallet and the same
hold for the SupSt and SupTr wallet in Line 6 and Line 10,
respectively. The name of the parties, i.e., CarMan, SupSt,
and SupTr, are defined in Line 3, 7, respectively. CarMan
has the service consumer’s role described in Line 4. The
same applies to SupSt and SupTr, which have the role of
the service provider specified in Lines 8 and 12 respectively.
Considerations of contracts, such as tires and steering wheels,
are presented in Line 14 and 15, for which the parties agree
to enter into a contract. Next, terms and conditions include
the obligations and rights that are defined in Listing 7 and 8
respectively.

Listing 7 shows an example of the CarMan obligation to
renumerate money for tires and steering wheels. The obliga-
tion has a name and unique ID thatmonitors performance, and
we consider that to be a monetary obligation. Line 3 enables
the obligation state, which means that CarMan receives
orders, i.e., tires and steering wheels, and that CarMan has an
active obligation to pay money to service providers. SupTr
and SupSt are the beneficiaries of the obligations as shown
in Line 5 and Line 6 respectively, and CarMan is the obligor

LISTING 6. Contract instantiation for the automotive running case.

who is obliged to perform this obligation as set out in Line 7.
We assume that no third party, or mediators are involved in
this obligation. The to-do obligation has legal implications for
which the CarMan has to act by actually paying the money.
The preconditions for the obligations are set out in Line
13 and Line 14, for which CarMan and service providers sign
contracts (Act1) and (Act2) and CarMan receives tires and
steering wheels. The performance type is the payment that
needs to be transferred fromCarMan to SupSt and SupSt wal-
let addresses. Besides, the performance object is defined as
the buywith the qualifiers, which is paid for a specific amount
within the deadline. The rule_ conditions specify the
time limit for payment and the purchase-payment plan are set
out in Line 18. Finally, a reference is added to the obligation
in which a remedy for late payment exists. If CarMan fails
to pay the money within the time limit then CarMan has to
transfer a defined monetary amount to SupTr.

The code extract of Listing 8 comprises intersecting provi-
sions with the obligation. The rights and obligations are inter-
twined, which means that if one party asserts its rights, the
other party is required to comply. Similar to the obligation in
Listing 7, the rights have a beneficiary who can be benefited
from the right and an obligor who can enable the right. For
example, CarMan receives the defective tires, and in that case,
CarMan is the owner of the right to claim the replacement of
damaged tires. Consequently, the SupTr is obliged to replace
the latter.

Again, we assume that the rights have a name and ID
as defined in Line 1. As the service providers have a right
to waive the right, for example, the SupTr can convince
the CarMan the parts were defective during logistics with-
out his fault. The rights can be changed during the execu-
tion of the contract and the compensation is set to false if
the SupTr agrees to replace the tires. The state of right is
available for direct enactment, and the parties are defined
in the same way as in Listing 7. The right-type is set to
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LISTING 7. Obligation example for paying car parts.

conditional-right, and the CarMan uses that right as a claim
for the replacement of the tires. The right’s precondition is
to have the contract signed and the parts delivered to the
CarMan. The performance type is set to replace the tires
described as a performance object with a brand, type, and
serial number. After enabling this right, the corresponding
obligation on the SupTr must be fulfilled under the specified
deadline; otherwise, the CarMan claims the remedy payment
of a specific amount.

To date, several online dispute resolutions such as
online arbitration, crowd-sourced dispute resolution, and
Al-powered resolutions have been proposed in the event
that parties do not resolve their disputes themselves [50].
Blockchain communities developed arbitration systems to
resolve disputes quickly and efficiently in line with appro-
priate norms and recognized equitable principles. Sagewise’s
technology,10 for example, is incorporated into a smart con-
tract through a coded provision in which consumers pre-set
specific parameters, including when and how long the smart
contract execution should be delayed, and who resolves any
disputes that may arise. As a result, if a dispute arises, this
clause allows a party to halt contract execution and activate
the Sagewise dispute resolution mode. After that, the party
can select from a variety of dispute resolution processes

10Sagewise|Dispute resolution

LISTING 8. Right example for replacing a broken car’s component.

for resolving smart-contract issues and enforcing online
judgments.

In the following Section, we will demonstrate how to trans-
late SLCML code into Solidity.

VI. SLCML TO SOLIDITY-CODE TRANSLATION
Our starting point is the SLCML code corresponding to our
running case generated in Listing 6, 7, 8. The Solidity use
case code in Section VI was not generated by the tool, but it
is anticipated that it will be generated once the tool is imple-
mented. The transformation rules can be used to translate
SLCML code to a choreography model, which is then trans-
lated to Solidity code using a Caterpillar [51]. Caterpillar is
a fully accessible Blockchain-based BPM system which con-
verts BPMN-modelled business processes into Solidity-based
smart contracts. Still, we do not discuss the transformation
rules because they are beyond the scope of the paper. We only
discuss the Solidity code presented in Listing 9 that contains
an excerpt from the generated smart contract. To begin the
task execution with rights and obligations, our smart contract,
‘‘Automotive_SupplyChain’’ contains four events and four
solidity functions. Lines 3 to 8 of Listing 9 represent global
variables and data pertaining to the process state is stored
on-chain. As defined in lines 9 to 17, the list of SupSt,
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LISTING 9. Automotive supply chain.

CarMan and SupTr variables is declared in struct, which
can be accessed with a single pointer name throughout the
contract. In Line 18, a further event for performance type,
i.e., tires supply, is implemented, containing parameters such
as tires quantity, CarMan address, and SupTr address to
which track the delivery of tires and steering wheels. Sim-
ilarly, an event for performance type, i.e., steering wheels,
is implemented in Line 19, along with the wheel quality,
CarMan address, and SupSt address, which track the delivery
of wheels. Lines 20 to 23 implement the notifyObligation-
Breach event and associated function for tracing SupTr and
SupSt obligations. Similarly, an event for rights is introduced
in Lines 28-30 in the event that a party seeks compensation.
Following that, a modifier precondition is used to release the
product if the payment is received before the deadline.

VII. RELATED WORK
Existing SCLs such as Solidity, Serpent and so on are devel-
oped from an IT perspective where the programmer writes a
machine-readable code without the knowledge of the contract

TABLE 1. Evaluation our specification language against existing SCLs.

domain. Still, we observe that existing research focuses on
the development of SCLs to specify legally binding smart
contracts. In [21], researchers propose a specification lan-
guage (SPESC) to define the configuration of a smart contract
(rather than its implementation) for the purpose of collabora-
tive design. In SPESC, smart contracts are considered to be a
combination of IT experts, domain practitioners and business,
or financial transactions. Using SPESC, real-world contract
utilities, such as the role of the party, the set of terms and
conditions, etc., can be specified in smart contracts. Never-
theless, SPESC does not address many aspects of contracts,
such as obligation states, categories of rights and obligations,
etc., but instead focuses on modelling legal relations (legal
positions). In [22], researchers propose a formal specifica-
tion language (Symboleo) reflecting obligations and powers,
using domain concepts and axioms. Symboleo specifications
include rights and obligations that can be monitored on a
run-time basis. In addition, formal semantics is introduced to
describe the life-cycle of contracts, obligations and author-
ities on the basis of state charts. Symboleo is sufficiently
expressive to represent many types of real-life contracts, but
Symboleo does not express the concepts and properties of
collaborative contracts.

In [52], the researcher addresses the challenges of
formalizing contracts written in natural languages in
machine-readable languages. In addition, the contract mod-
eling language (CML) is proposed for modelling and
specifying unstructured legal contracts covering a wide
range of common contract situations. CML specifies a
natural-language comparable clause grammar that resembles
real-world contracts, but this research does not address trans-
action rules and is not sufficient to formalise any type of
contracts (viz. domain completeness).

In [23], researchers argue that human contract intentions
are mostly defined in natural-language, which is easy to
understand but highly ambiguous and subject to interpreta-
tion. In addition, a methodology is proposed to develop a
high-level specification that achieves common understanding
through natural-language phrases and is compiled directly
into machine instructions. Still, this research focuses mainly
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on the readability and safety of smart contracts and does
not express the collaborative contractual suitability and com-
pleteness of the domain. In [53], researchers find it dif-
ficult to implement smart contracts due to the complexity
and heterogeneity of the underlying platforms. In addition,
the blockchain-independent smart-contract modelling lan-
guage (called iContractML) is proposed to relieve devel-
opers’ stress from addressing the particular complexity of
blockchains. CML enables blockchain developers to con-
centrate on the business process instead of the syntactical
specifics of each blockchain platform. The focus and scope
of CML is completely different from our research. Attributes
Deontic AIm Conditions (ADICO) [54] is a DSL developed
in Scala that converts domain-specific constructs of smart
contracts to simpler concepts. In [55], a contracT tool has
been developed that annotates the legal-contract text using
a legal-contract ontology. Still, the proposed ontology is not
mature enough to develop collaborative smart contracts. This
study [56] develops a framework for dynamic binding of par-
ties to collaborative process roles and an appropriate language
for binding policy specifications. The proposed language is
equipped with Petri-net semantics, which enables the verifi-
cation of policy consistency.

The above information is described in Table 1 and the
essential aspect is shown when thinking about developing
SCLML. To evaluate the SCLs, we score them with ’+’ or
’−’ operators for each of the four parameters. The former
indicates that the SCL has a specific property, whereas the
latter indicates that the property does not exist in the cor-
responding SCL. The result of the table shows that a lot of
research is being done in the area of legal smart-contract
specification. Still, we address the gap that the solutions
address in immaturely, revealing that existing methodologies
are limited to the design of all types of real-world contracts.
For example, the prior research is not sufficient to specify
collaborative- and legally binding smart contracts.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the ontological concepts and proper-
ties that are critical for developing legally-binding DAOs.
We extend our previous work in which the specification
of DAO collaboration is discussed and only show the legal
element for this paper, which is essential for specifying
legal DAOs. An ontology is developed in the OWL language
and verified through the HermiT reasoner. The ontology is
an input for the development of the SLCML. We map the
extended concepts and properties of the SCL ontology into
the eSML language. The enlarged version of eSML, we call
the SLCML. For this paper, we only discuss the extension
part of SLCML, which is not part of the eSML foundation.
We provide a code example based on an automotive case
study that ensures the language comprises collaborative legal
concepts on the basis of semantic clarity.

We discover that the multi-tiered SCL ontology captures
the full range of legally binding business-related contracts
in a unified model. The upper-core layer depicts the broad

configuration of smart contracts applicable to most
widespread types of contracts. The specific domain layer
is the collection of different types of contracts, such as
employment contracts, sale of goods, etc. Blockchain-based
smart-contract technology could be used to address the core
issues that arise in the context of temporary employment [57],
in order to safeguard employees and prevent competition
from being distorted in favor of corporations that aim to
exploit illegal workers. Each type of contract inherits all
the core functions of the upper layer and then specializes
in the particular knowledge specific to the contract domain.
SLCML adopts a real-life contracting foundation where col-
laborating parties use their legal properties in decentralized
collaborations. SCLML is implemented based on our pre-
viously developed eSourcing Markup Language (eSML) in
which our focus is incorporating a smart-contract collabora-
tion configuration.

As future work, we aim that the contract ontology can be
further developed to achieve domain completeness. In addi-
tion, we plan to develop a tool-supported process to transform
SLCML contract specification into smart-contract code, e.g.,
Solidity, and to carry out more case studies with SLCML in
blockchain research projects. A formal analysis approach to
the specification of SLCML could be developed; we plan to
build a translator for the automatic conversion of SLCML
instantiations into a larger set of blockchain-based language.
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